*This study guide covers major concepts in each section of the chapter to help guide the student while reviewing for a quiz/test. Student must still review all concepts covered in class notes for more thorough and detailed coverage of the section.

**The chapter on ancient China is covered in parts between chapter 5 and 13. Please look carefully at the pages listed on this study guide (and on your notes).


**VOCABULARY**

*loess
*dike
*currency
*warlord
*Silk Road
*silk

**CONCEPTS**

*describe how geography affected China (p. 137)*
* describe the different climates of North China and South China (p. 137)
* describe the Huang River and what it was used for (p.138)
* why was the Huang River also called “China’s Sorrow”? (p. 138)

* Shang Dynasty
  * they were the first ____ (p. 150)
  * what did they develop and what metal did they use? (p. 150)

* Qin Dynasty
  * who unified China—and be able to describe him (p. 150)
  * name the accomplishments of this dynasty—there are 4 (p. 150)

* Han Dynasty
  * describe Liu Bang and his accomplishments (p. 152)
  * describe Wu di and his accomplishments (p. 152)
  * know the advances in technology China made (p. 159-160)
  * describe the Silk Road and what it was used for (p. 157-158)
  * what happened in 220 AD that caused China to fall (p. 153)
  * what did Sima Qian write? (p. 159)

Culture and Religion (p. 140-141, 145-148)

VOCABULARY
* extended family
* philosophy
* civil service

CONCEPTS
* a person’s first responsibility was to his/her ____ (p. 140)
* be able to explain up to how many generations lived in a household (p. 140)
*which person in a family was in charge? (p. 140)
*be able to explain family name and given name (p. 141)
*who was Confucius and what did he believe was his role? (p. 145)
*what type of ruler he did want to find and did he find one? (p. 145)
*wanted China to be ____, ____ , and ____ (p. 146)
*describe the Golden Rule (p. 147)
*what were the “five human relationships”? (p. 147)
*what is a “philosophy?” (p. 146)
*describe “civil service” (p. 148)
*describe the religious philosophy “Taoism” and who started it? (p. 147)

Chapter 13-1: Golden Ages of China (p. 364-371)

VOCABULARY
* dynasty
* merit system

CONCEPTS
* describe the Silk Road and what goods traveled on it (p. 364)
* describe the different geography and climate between east and north/west China (p. 365)

*Han dynasty (p. 365)
* what happened to China after the Han dynasty collapsed?

*Sui dynasty (p. 365)
* what was united during this dynasty?

*Tang dynasty (p. 365-366)
* during this Golden Age, what were some achievements and what grew? (p. 365-366)
*who was Tang Taizong and what were his accomplishments? (p. 366-367)

*Song dynasty (p. 367)
*explain the merit system and how that helped improve China's government (p. 367)
*what happened to the food supply and irrigation system? (p. 367)
*describe the type of art the Chinese were famous for (p. 368)
*where did silk come from (p. 368)
*what invention helped make a lot of books and how it affected literacy (p. 369)

*Mongols (p. 370-371)
*where were they from? (p. 370)
*who was Genghis Khan and Kublai Khan? (p. 370)
*what dynasty did Kublai Khan take over? (p. 370)
*what did the Mongols do to the Chinese government? (p. 370)
*what 2 groups of people were able to hold high positions? (p. 370)
*when the Mongols took over, did they keep their own language and culture? (p. 370)
*what happened to trade after Marco Polo visited China? (p. 371)
*how did Mongol rule end? (p. 371)